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INFINITHEATRE’S MANDATE  

REFLECTING AND EXPLORING LIFE IN 21st - CENTURY MONTRÉAL  

Infinithéâtre’s mission is to develop, produce and broker new Québec theatre to 
ever-widening audiences. We are dedicated to staging theatre that is as entertaining 
as it is relevant. We believe that live theatre is an essential part of our society’s 
democratic discourse and that great theatre speaks to and about its own community.  

Great theatre begins with great writing. We challenge writers from other media— 
journalists, poets, and novelists—to write for the stage. We seek out innovative 
Québec plays, playwrights, and new theatrical styles. In addition, we tackle and 
adapt classic plays when the themes and characters are relevant.  

Anglophone artistic expression is Infinithéâtre's mother tongue. However, as life in 
the great creative crucible of Montréal is primarily conducted in French, inevitably 
some of our work is bilingual, even multilingual. Language, and the paradox of 
creating in English in Québec, a linguistic minority within a linguistic minority, helps 
shape our identity and fuels our creative work.  

With our unique record of longevity and achievement as an independent Anglophone 
theatre company in Montréal, we play a leadership role in the relève of Québécois 
theatre in English. With the digital screens of our wired universe dominating the 
mindset and quality of contemporary life, we strive to celebrate live human 
connection. We believe it is especially important to ensure a younger generation of 
theatregoers has a chance to celebrate community and collectivity through the 
experience of live theatre.  

 
INFINITE VISION ∞ INFINITE POSSIBILITIES	  
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NOTES FROM THE PLAYWRIGHT AND DIRECTOR, GUY SPRUNG 
 

• Total land mass of Canada, not counting major fresh water lakes, 
is 9,093,507 KM2.  

• Total land mass of First Nations reserves in Canada is 35,548 
KM2, or 0.0039% of the whole of Canada.  

 
How is it possible that the Indigenous Peoples of this country have ended up 
controlling so little of their own land? 
 
Fight On! attempts to harness humour, satire and fiction to confront the reality of our 
history by provoking questions rather than providing answers. The story is a fictional 
account of Francis Jeffrey Dickens’ time in the North West Mounted Police, from 
1874 to 1885. On this 11-year journey, Francis (Frank), discovers the theft and 
duplicity that robbed the Indigenous Peoples of their lands, and he begins to 
understand the need to live in harmony with Mother Nature.  
 
This is our history: dates, places and times are, for the most part, factual. Events and 
much of the dialogue are fleshed out with ironic abandon, which does not make them 
any less truthful. Characters’ names, the occasional phrase and some snippets of 
dialogue are purloined gleefully from the work of Charles Dickens. 
 
This epic two-part, multi-lingual, theatrical extravaganza is an avowed 
acknowledgment of the multi-tasking ability of the 21st Century human brain. Live 
action, masks and quick costume changes, taped and live video as well as scrolled 
text will all be interwoven to complete a literate, ironic, Dickensian telling of the 
invasion and occupation of the “Great Lone Land” (sic!) by European settlers. 
Last season we brought you a workshop performance of Part One, an exploration 
that focused on the staging, and how to tell our huge story by integrating video, 
sound, music, masks, the audience itself, and Cree and Mohawk language into the 
dialogue. It worked, beyond our wildest hopes. We invented a theatrical story-telling 
style that will drive the full production next season.  
 
We hope this will inspire our audiences with an urgent responsibility to follow Francis 
on their own journey of education and understanding. This journey is one all 
Canadians must make if we are to share these lands in dignity, peace, and 
prosperity. 
 
So, this season, we bring you a development performance of Part Two that focuses 
primarily on script development. After each public reading we will solicit audience 
feedback on how to continue to develop and to finalize the play in readiness for the 
2020 full production. Send us an e-mail or stay behind and chat after the show.  
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As the writer/director I have to thank the generous, wise and determined contribution 
of every member of the cast for the evolution of this project and the honing of the 
script. Finally, the whole production and I owe Drew Hayden Taylor huge thanks for 
joining this crazy venture and setting us right with his humorous counterblogs. 
 
Guy Sprung, Writer/Director 
 
“ If an idea does not sound absurd, then there’s no hope for it.” 
Albert Einstein 
 

Fight On! Part Two Synopsis   

This is a workshop performances of Francis Jeffery Dickens arriving in Canada in 

1874 with all the prejudices and presumptions of a white colonist/settler. After 

serving 11 years as a member of the North West Mounted Police, horrified by the 

mendacity and theft that robbed the Indigenous Peoples of their lands, Frank learns 

to respect the traditions and wisdom of First Nations culture and begins to 

understand the urgent need to live in harmony with Mother Nature.  

Fight On! Part Two Creative Team 

Written and Directed by  
Guy Sprung  
 
Drew Hayden Taylor  
Writer of Sardonic, Ironic and Iconic counterblogs 
 
Barbara Kaneratonni Diabo 
Movement and Assistant Director 
 
Starring  
Daniel Brochu 
Francis Dickens 
 
Patrick Abellard 
Louis Riel, and Others 
 
Shawn Campbell 
Mark Smiley, Rev Slavoury and Others  
 
Brefny Caribou-Curtin 
Tom Pinch, Fiddle and Others 
 
Manouchka Elinor 
Ellen and others 
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Wahiakeron George Gilbert 
Sitting Bull and others 
 
Tyson Houseman 
Dumont, Hungry Wolf and others 
 
Howard Rosenstein 
Ghost of Dickens Past, Knoblauch and others 
 
Ivan Smith 
Narrator and Others 
 
Production and Creative Team 
 
Kate Hagemeyer  
Stage Manager 
 
Design consultants for this developmental performance and Design Concepteurs for the full 
production of Fight On! Part One and Part Two in 2020 
 
Eric Mongerson 
Lighting Designer 
 
Video Designer  
Bruno-Pierre Houle 
 
Costume Designer 
Maryse Bienvenu 
 
Sound Designer 
Devon Bate 
 
2020 Cast Member 
Anana Rydvald 
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Research on Francis Jefferey Dickens  

Charles Dickens' son's impact on Alberta, Sask. 
explored in book 
CBC News · Posted: Sep 29, 2013 1:17 PM MT | Last Updated: September 29, 2013 
 

The son of prolific English writer Charles Dickens spent time in Western Canada as 
a member of the North West Mounted Police — and a little piece of his history is 
stored in Calgary. 

Francis Dickens was the third son and fifth child of 19th century English writer 
Charles Dickens and served as a member of the North West Mounted Police 
between 1874 and 1886. His officer's sword is currently stored at 
the Glenbow Museum in Calgary. 

According to veteran Victoria journalist Vic Parsons, who recently published a book 
about Francis Dickens, the relationship between father and son was strained, and 
that may have had a small impact on Canadian history. 

In his book Lesser Expectations, Parsons says the elder Dickens wasn't a very good 
father and as a result, his son Francis grew into a man who was reluctant to take 
charge, especially as an officer with the force in Western Canada. 

Francis Dickens served mainly in Alberta and Saskatchewan before being 
discharged for medical reasons in 1886. 

He died at the age of 42 in Moline, Illinois, after suffering a heart attack at the 
beginning of a speaking tour. 

With files from The Canadian Press 
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Inspector F.J. Dickens of the North West Mounted Police 

Here is a unique tale from Canada’s historic North West. It is a tale within a tale for 
Francis Jeffrey Dickens was the son of a very famous father, the renowned English 
author Charles Dickens. Dickens Senior wrote many stories but the short life of third 
son, Francis Jeffrey is an interesting, little known story of adventures. 

Francis Jeffrey was the fifth child out of ten as parented by Charles and his wife 
Catherine. He was born in London, England January 15, 1844. The previous 
Christmas had seen the great success of ‘A Christmas Carol’. 

In 1863 Francis went out to India to serve with the Bengal Police. Upon his father’s 
death in 1870 Francis Jeffrey returned to England. In October 1874 he obtained 
commission as a Sub-Inspector in the newly formed North West Mounted Police 
and sailed for Canada. He arrived too late to participate in what would become 
known as The March West of the NWMP during the summer of 1874. However he 
was posted to Fort Dufferin near the 49th parallel for the winter of 1874/75. 

During 1875 he was stationed at Fort Livingston on the Swan River (Manitoba) and 
then at Fort Macleod. Both postings necessitated long hours in the saddle travelling 
the seemingly endless parkland then prairie. The following year all of the Canadian 
and American Great Plains were in turmoil after the massacre of Custer and his men 
at the Battle of the Little Big Horn by Chief Sitting Bull and his warriors. Both 
countries were on war alert as the aboriginal peoples far outnumbered the whites. 

The following year, 1877, Sitting Bull moved into the Cypress Hills under the 
watchful eyes of the NWMP at Fort Walsh and Wood Mountain. Bull and his people 
would remain in Canadian territory for almost three years. During 1877 while 
stationed at Fort Macleod, Dickens was present at The Blackfoot Crossing for the 
signing of Treaty Number Seven with the Blackfoot Indians. 

In 1878 Sub Inspector Dickens was transferred to Fort Walsh where he overlapped 
with Sitting Bull. In November 1879 NWMP Constable Graburn was murdered while 
attending to horses near Fort Walsh and this led to increased tensions in the area 

In June 1880 Dickens was promoted to the rank of Inspector and was transferred 
from Fort Walsh to Fort Macleod. 

Dickens remained at The Blackfoot Crossing during 1881 and the first half of 1882 
and was well aware that vast changes were about to occur in the country with the 
westward progress of the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

In 1883 Dickens was transferred to Fort Pitt on the North Saskatchewan River and 
placed in charge of the small, poorly located fortification which lay on the main river 
highway supply route from Fort Carlton to Fort Edmonton. 

Inspector Dickens repeatedly warned of unrest in the area and in March 1885 it all 
came to a head with NWMP battles at Duck Lake followed by the burning of Fort 
Carlton then the Crees murdering priests and Hudson Bay Company employees 
and family members at Frog Lake. This site was 35 miles north west of Fort Pitt. 
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Dickens sent out three scouts to reconnoiter. When they returned they were 
attacked by Cree warriors; one escaped unharmed, one was wounded - played 
dead then crawled to the ‘fort’, the other Constable Cowan was killed within sight of 
Fort Pitt then the warrior cut out young Cowan’s heart and ate a piece of it before 
the horrified defenders of the fort. 

The NWMP detachment were outnumbered and outgunned 200 to 20. Negotiations 
led to the civilians agreeing to become prisoners of the Cree and Big Bear. The 
Chief gave Dickens and his men a short time to abandon the fort. 

On November 2, 1885 eight Metis men were hanged at Ft. Battleford for their part in 
the uprising. Louis Riel was hanged at the NWMP barracks in Regina November 16. 
Dickens had left prior to the executions, travelled overland to Swift Current where 
he travelled by CPR to Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal. He 
resigned in March 1886. 

Since childhood David J. Carter has been a fan of Charles Dickens ‘A Christmas 
Carol’ and since 1993 has been carrying out research re: Francis Jeffrey Dickens. 

David J. Carter 
Eagle Butte Press                                                                                                              
404 - 1616 Saamis Drive NW 
Medicine Hat, Alberta, CANADA T1C 4X2  

 

Fight On! Part Two  

Scenes proposal.  

You can download full script in attachment. 
 
Scene 1 
Pages 9-11  

A giant of a railway worker begins to divest himself of his 
boots in favour of an older Black gentleman. Wanker huffs and 
puffs with outrage. Francis is whistling a medley of Prairie 
bird songs prominently featuring a variety of Song Sparrow 
tunes.  

Prospector FALSE CLAIM BUMBLECHOOK is emptying out the cash in 
his wallet.  

FRANK (CONT’D) 
Mr. False Claim Bumblechook, how much are you carrying in your 
wallet?  
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JOE (proudly)  

Two thousand, three hundred and five dollars.  

Bumblechook beams. Francis brings down his gavel.  

FRANK 
Which happens to be the exact amount of your fine! 
More stifled anger emanates from Wanker.  

NARRATOR 
With Francis continuing to enjoy nips from the jug of Hooch's 
finest, The Church is emptying fast as he whisks through with 
the speed of a late model CPR locomotive.  

Wanker is sitting despondently in the front Pew. He looks 
around the audience in horror.  

WANKER 
What is happening here? The law is intended to protect us from 
these sorts of people.  

NARRATOR 
The Last case. Wanker himself has been defending the CPR 
against a Chinese Gentleman, Lee Wei. Frank, visibly in an 
enhanced state of happiness, which seems to have eradicated 
his stutter, brings down his gavel heavily.  

FRANK 
The building is yours, Mr. Wei. Give him the deed, Wanker.  

A furious Wanker hands over a legal paper.  

FRANK (CONT’D) 
And the CPR is herby ordered to pay Mr. Wei rent for the 
period of its illegal confiscation and occupation.  

Mr. Wei's smile lights up the church.  

WEI 
A Daniel come to judgement!  

Mr. Wei turns to Wanker.  

WEI (CONT’D) CPR cocksucka!  

SFX: Arrival and neighing of a troop of horses  
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The back of the church opens and a small contingent of NWMP 
enter. Ranking Officer is Superintendent SNAKE. He looks at 
the nearly empty church, puzzled. Approaches the "Bench".  

SNAKE 
So sorry! We had to ride around, a band of painted Savages on 
the war path. Took us an extra half day.  

At this point the cast stop the proceedings. “OK, Just a 
minute.” “Sorry, just a small interruption.” “Now, a word 
about this word, ‘Savage’.. “It is a very offensive if you are 
a member of an Indigenous Nation, and have to listen to it.” 
“We do apologize. “I mean we all know who the real Savages in 
this story are.” “Savage” is the term the European settlers 
used to dehumanize the inhabitants of this land so that it was 
more easy to take their land from them.” “In 1880 the Brits 
used the word every chance they could. “Exactly” Right, you 
call someone Savage, so you can savagely take all their land 
and life and don’t have to feel guilty about it, or owe them 
anything.” “So, please understand the use of the word.” 
“Right, so every time you hear the word from here forward you 
will also hear this sound (clink) which is the sound of a 
loonie going into the swear jar. At the end of the run we will 
donate the contents, of the swear jar with a generous top up 
from the theatre, to a suitable charity as determined by the 
cast.  

NARRATOR sighs, shrugs, “OK, can we continue, the proceedings 
on.  

Snake recognizes Francis.  

SNAKE (CONT’D) 
So sorry! We had to ride around, a band of painted Savages 
(clink) on the war path. Took us an extra half day. What 
the..., DICKENS! What are you doing here? You are dead?  

Francis gives a less than crisp salute.  

FRANK 
Not to worry, Sir! Justice has been served. A Daniel came to 
judgement!  

now?” Cast wave  

Wanker is looking from Snake to Dickens and twigging what has 
happened.  
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SNAKE 
We had word you were taken by a rogue Blackfoot hunting party. 
You've been missing for over a month. The Commissioner has 
pronounced you dead. They were making preparations for your 
funeral in Cyprus Hills as we left.  

FRANK 
I was dead once, Sir, but not any  

more.  

Francis giggles. He gathers up his watch and pockets it, waves 
to the Madonna, manages a sloppy salute in Inspector Snake’s 
vague direction. A smattering of applause from the citizens of 
Biggar.  

Scene 2 
Pages 28-33                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

VIDEO IMAGE: Inside of saloon.  

NARRATOR (CONT’D) A Wild West drinking hole frequented by 
Montana's finest horse thieves, whisky smugglers and gold 
diggers all served and serviced by a delicious variety of 
women and a honky-tonk piano banging away vaingloriously.  

SFX: Honky-tonk piano and voice of a gaggle of drunken miners 
talking, shouting and singing...  

NARRATOR (CONT’D) Frank enters the bar, momentarily 
overwhelmed by the smoke, smell and noise, and nearly faints.  

Francis takes a deep inhalation and decides he is going to 
play the part of the tough guy.  

NARRATOR (CONT’D) With a supreme act of will, he shape-changes 
and inhabits his inner outlaw-cowboy persona, approaching the 
bar with all the swagger his limping five feet two inches can 
muster. Tries to push in beside an oversized swarthy gambler 
by the name of GREASY.  

Greasy's attention is attracted by the apparition squirming at 
his elbow. He spies Francis’ red uniform and breaks into a 
toothless grin.  

GREASY 
Well, now lookie here! A visitor from parts North, correct me 
if I'm wrong.  
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FRANK 
Inspector Dickens of the North West Mounted, at your service.  

GREASY Hot diggadie!  

Greasy is touching Frank's uniform to reassure himself he is 
not in the midst of an alcoholic delusion.  

SNIG, the Barman, is giving Francis a nasty stare.  

FRANK 
I'll have a Whisky, my good man!  

On Frank's other side PUG NOSE, the gambler, is paying for two 
bottles of finest bourbon with two severed and still bleeding 
human heads.  

PUG NOSE Paawnee, Snig, bounty's two dollars.  

SNIG 
I told ya at wash and drain them heads first, fish-brained 
card cheat. I don't want no Injian blood on my bar!  

Snig nevertheless tosses the valid currency into a barrel 
under the bar, already half full with severed Indian heads.  

Greasy is favouring Francis with a hungry leer.  

GREASY 
How do you like our country, my northern friend?  

FRANK W...W...Well, Sir, I must be candid, I have known 
b..b...b...better.  

Pug Nose, smacking his lips in anticipation of his libation, 
has overheard this remark.  

PUG NOSE 
I have draw'd upon a man for less.  

Greasy is nodding in agreement.   

GREASY 
I have know'd strong men obleeged to make themselves uncommon 
scarce for less.  
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PUG NOSE 
I have know'd men lynched for less, and beaten into punkin-
sarse for less.  

Francis has spied his quarry, Four Fingers Pete, playing cards 
in the back. He is impatient to get on with his business.  

FRANK G...G...g...entleman! Please if I have inadvertently 
caused offence, I do b...b...b...beg your pardons.  

Snig bangs two bottles of finest Kentucky bourbon in front of 
Pug Nose’s nose, diverting him back to the serious business of 
drinking.  

PUG NOSE 
We are the intellect and virtue of the airth, the cream of 
hum'n nature and the flower of moral force. Our backs is 
eesily ris.  

Snig now plunks Francis' glass of whisky down, gives Francis 
another nasty stare. As does Pug Nose.  

PUG NOSE (CONT’D) The libation of Freedom must sometimes be 
quaffed in blood.  

Francis has extricated a Queen's shilling from his pocket and 
lays it on the bar. Snig paws it.  

SNIG 
What in God's Piss would dhis be?  

Francis is knocking back his whisky.  

FRANK (choking)  

Q...Q...Q...Queen Victoria, my good man.  

SNIG 
We don't want no Queen here.  

This could get ugly. Greasy and Pug Nose are happy in 
anticipation.  

FRANK 
G...g...give me two shakes of a dog's tail, could you?  

VIDEO IMAGE; New angle of whisky saloon.  
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Francis pushes his way laboriously through the audience over 
to Four Fingers Pete's Table, (he is sitting at an audience 
member's table), snaps a handcuff on Pete’s one hand just as 
he was about to lay down his winning Flush and claim the pot. 
Pete's cards flutter to the floor. A livid Pete draws his 
pistol with his free hand. But Francis twists it out of his 
grip and turns it on him.  

FRANK (CONT’D) 
I have a warrant for your arrest, Four Fingers,  

FOUR FINGERS PETE Tarn-asion, my Flush! I have a flush! That's 
my pot!  

Indeed it is a significant pot heaped in the middle of the 
table that Pete stood to win. The other players, FOUR EYES, 
RED WHISKER, and DODDLER have all drawn pistols. But not on 
Francis, on each other.  

FOUR EYES 
That's my pot now! My three-of-a-kind, whips your asses!  

RED WHISKER 
You coyote scat-brained Horse thief. That's my money.  

Scene 3 
Pages 44-48 

VIDEO IMAGE: Inside of the Regina telegraph office. SFX: Sound 
of Morse code ...  

NARRATOR 
One week later. Behind a rudimentary counter sits OTTO 
KNOBLAUCH, Manager of the Regina telegraph office, his 
magnificent walrus moustache which flops up and down as he 
chews on an enormous plug of tobacco. The background tapping 
of a telegraph machine indicates that the latest marvel of 
modern technology has even reached this dingy, disordered 
office.  

As wide as he is tall, Otto wears a battered Tyrolean green 
felt hat and cultured, drunken grin.  

Francis is reading a badly scrawled transcription of a 
telegraph message from NWMP Headquarters.  

KNOBLAUCH 
Bin her one veek vaiting for you,sis message, Inshpector.  
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VIDEO IMAGE: Close up of telegram. "Proceed forthwith to Fort 
Garry in Winterpeg stop Report to Superintendent Jowl for 
reassignment."  

FRANK (mumbling to himself)                                             
Proceed forthwith to Fort Garry in Winterpeg stop Report to 
Superintendent Jowl for reassignment.  

Knoblauch casts a dubious eye over the Inspector. Francis 
looks decidedly the worse for wear. Bloodshot eyes, enhanced 
wobble to his bearing, uniform in disarray...  

KNOBLAUCH 
Winterpeg, vat? Kold, ya? But perhaps Inshpector will find a 
nice voman to keep him varm, ya?  

NARRATOR 
The tapping of Morse code continues with more messages 
arriving from the outside world. Door opens and in strides AL 
FIDDLE, Indian Agent for the Northern Territories in the 
vicinity of Saskatoon and Batoche.  

Knoblauch with a big smile on his face, reaches into a pigeon 
hole and extracts a fist full of messages. Hands them to 
Fiddle.  

KNOBLAUCH 
Herr Fiddle! Lots of traffic from Ottawa. Even one message 
from se Prime Minister for you. You must be a very important 
person, ya?  

Fiddle eagerly devours the contents of his correspondence. 
With each new message he peruses, his happiness increases.  

FIDDLE 
Excellent! Superb! Good good! The Half Breeds are talking 
Rebellion.  

Francis observes this, a little tottery on his feet, perhaps 
due to the spirits of his last night's imbibing still coursing 
through his veins.  

FRANK 
The Prime Minister...I know him well, I curled with him in 
Rideau Hall. “It is on the British race, that rest the highest 
hopes of those who seek to raise and better the patient masses 
of mankind.” His exact words! He said that to me. to me! He 
will look after these good people!  
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Fiddle has noticed the Inspector.  

FIDDLE Inspector. Al Fiddle, The Government appointed Indian 
Agent for Prince Albert and Saskatoon. Pleased to meet you. 
(They shake hands) 
The Savages and Half Breeds are looking for trouble. Polish 
your boots! Soon you are going to see action.  

Francis nods, unsteadily.   

FIDDLE (CONT’D) 
Mr. Knaublauch. Send this reply immediately, please.  

Herr Knoblauch picks up a pencil, ready to take dictation.  

FIDDLE (CONT’D) Excellent plan stop Do nothing stop Continue 
to ignore petition stop Refuse to grant land title to Half 
Breeds stop Riel has offered to go back to Montana if we pay 
him $5000 stop Advise negative stop Riel will foment trouble 
if he stays stop Prepare a strong Force ready to head for the 
Northwest. stop  

Francis frowns, puzzled.  

FRANK 
Do nothing? Will G...god do nothing I wonder? I have met Riel, 
too. G...gg...god! Lots of G...god!  

Mr. Fiddle smiles at Francis.  

FIDDLE 
Our Prime Minister is a clever piece of moose turd. Action, 
the heat of battle, opportunities for promotion, all coming up 
soon. We insist on the rule of Law, Inspector.  

Al Fiddle, Indian Agent is out the door. Herr Knoblauch is 
rereading his message in preparation to sending it off. He is 
nodding in approval.  

KNOBLAUCH 
You Britischers, you know how to run an Empire. Mein Gott! You 
are so klever. Za Germans know how to win battles, but we 
nefer learnet how to keep an Empire tickink ova.  

Herr Knoblauch extricates a bottle from its hiding place. He 
offers Francis a swig.  
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KNOBLAUCH (CONT’D) Schnapps, Herr Dickens! Pflaumen Schnapps 
from my home. One Schluck and you know Gott Exists!  

Francis takes a Schluck. He roles his eyes.   

KNOBLAUCH (CONT’D)                                                                                                                    
Ya? So?  

FRANK God Exists!  

KNOBLAUCH 
I have sent petitions from ze Halb Bluts to Ottawa, hundred of 
names. Everyzing goes through my hands. Tap, Tap, Long. Long. 
Short. Long. Ottawa ignores it. Veri kleva. All zey want is ze 
right to live on ze land they have been living on for 100 of 
years. Tap. Tap. Tap. Ottawa is Deaf! Zey want to be 
recognized as Britisher Subjects. More tap tap. Ottawa is 
Deaf! Zey want to elect representatives to Ottawa. Lots of Tap 
Tap. Ottawa is deaf! But zey do send outt lant surveyors to 
parcel up the lant. What are you gonna do iff somevone comes 
to take away your lant ver you haf been growing your potatoes? 
Potatoes are Leben! Eh? You are going to fight, ja? 
Natü rlich! And ze Indianer are starfing. Tap, tap “Where is 
our food you promised with Treaty number 6? Where is the 
medicine chest?” Tap Tap. Commisshioner Dewdeney writes back 
“Let zem eat grass!” Hah! Eat grass, zat’s a good one. So 
clever you British. Have another Schluck, Herr Dickens.  

Francis is in no position to refuse. Herr Knoblauch is 
preparing to send his message.  

KNOBLAUCH (CONT’D) 
So now we will have Martial Law. Kill all the Halb Bluts, no 
more problems. Let all ze first peoples starve and MacDonald 
will have his wish and exterminate ze Indian Race. Ze final 
zolushion, ya? Lots of room to give avay to immigrants from 
Europe who will pay taxes and buy things! Sanks to the 
rebellion, MacDonald will finally be able to finish his 
railvay, Ja? Very klever! But permit me to share you a little 
secret.  

KNOBLAUCH (CONT’D) 
Yes, Britishers know how to run an Empire, but French Kulture 
is better, no? I prefer French Kulture. If dhey permitted all 
die Franç ais from Quebek to move here, and we all spoke 
French we would be Wise instead of Klever.  
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Francis looks to heaven, downs his glass of schnapps in 
silence. 

Scene 4                                                                                                                                
Pages 65-72                                                                                                                                                       

VIDEO IMAGE: Hungry Wolf’s encampment ...a village of teepee’s 
illuminated by the flickering campfires.  

NARRATOR 
Frank now tries to locate Hungry Wolf. He approaches the main 
circle of tents. A wild, raucous dance is in progress.  

VIDEO IMAGE: Arms, heads, legs, bodies cavorting in a Suffi- 
like trance dance.  

SFX: Sounds of the Thirst Dance.  

NARRATOR (CONT’D) Half a dozen young warriors, sweating, 
naked, are engaged in a frenzied dance around a huge bonfire, 
wildly throwing limbs and extremities in all directions as 
they groan in some trance-like transported ecstasy. Frank 
stops briefly to observe the dance. He is worried for the 
dancers, who look as if they might do themselves an injury. He 
keeps moving.  

VIDEO IMAGE: Hungry Wolf’s Teepee ...  

NARRATOR (CONT’D) 
Frank has identified Hungry Wolf's tent. He slips from shadow 
to shadow until he is lying next to it. Listens. Inside Hungry 
Wolf is talking in a deep serious voice. Frank takes a deep 
breath. Lifts himself on his feet, strides to the tent 
entrance, lifts the deerskin flap and ducks in.  

In the flickering light of a small fire, Hungry Wolf is in 
conference with half a dozen of his Chiefs and warriors. 
Frank's entrance causes a commotion. When they see who is 
standing in the entrance, two of the younger warriors jump up, 
hunting knives drawn ready to attack Francis.  

HUNGRY WOLF (Cree)                                                                                                                  
Stop! 
(Impeccable English) N’Chawamis! (=Little Brother)Young Mr. 
Dickens. Come and join us. Please sit down.  
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The other Indians are angry and outraged. Hungry Wolf speaks 
another order in Cree. This calms everyone down. Reluctantly 
they make room for Francis around the fire.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) 
Mr. Dickens, may we offer you a cup of tea? Are you hungry?  

FRANK 
I've eaten, th...th...thanks. But a s...s...spot of tea would 
be lovely. Milk and t..th..hree sugars if you please.  

Hungry Wolf barks another order and the youngest rises and 
exits, albeit a shade recalcitrant. As Francis sits:  

HUNGRY WOLF 
Would you like to dry your jacket over the fire?  

FRANK C...c...capital idea.  

HUNGRY WOLF 
You are becoming quite adroit in some of our ways, Mr. 
Dickens.  

As Francis is taking his still soaking buckskin jacket off, he 
transfers his pocket watch to his trousers. Hungry Wolf is 
intrigued. He reaches out his hand.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D)                                                                                                                    
May I?  

Francis, a little cautious, hands him the watch. Hungry Wolf 
inspects it, as do the other Indians. The Chief looks at it 
again. Puts it to his ear.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) A very fine watch, engine turned Hunter I 
believe. But it is stopped.  

FRANK 

Yes.  

Frank's coat is hung near the fire so it can drip and dry in 
peace.  

HUNGRY WOLF 
Twice every day your watch is certain to be right. More often 
than most of us humans.  
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Hungry Wolf flips the watch over. Sees the inscription.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) “Fight On!” Fight On! (Cree)  

(pause) Very good advice that.  

Francis is aware, under the present circumstances, of the 
awkwardness of his father’s maxim. Hungry Wolf hands the watch 
back.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) Yes. You have reduced the world to 
Numbers.  

FRANK Sorry?  

The young Cree has returned with a huge pot of tea, a can of 
condensed milk and a jar of sugar. He places everything in 
front of Hungry Wolf who obviously relishes playing, "Mum". A 
platoon of chipped cups and small glasses have been assembled.  

HUNGRY WOLF 
Numbers are the Religion of the White Man. You experience the 
world through them. You rule the world thanks to them. Three 
sugars you said?  

Hungry Wolf is passing tea to his cohorts.  

FRANK Thank you, yes. Our r...r...religion is Christianity.  

HUNGRY WOLF 
Allow me to disagree! Europeans live in this world, your 
Faith, is Numbers. You believe Numbers convey truth. The 
Universe no longer has Mystery for you. You go to bed at night 
believing the day has exactly 24 hours. This is your Religion. 
But in truth, we can never know with certainty how long 
tomorrow is actually going to be. The Moon may decide She 
wants to slow the earth down, the Stars may try and spin the 
top of our earth faster, the Sun may overpower either or both 
of these forces. Even if the difference between to- day and 
tomorrow is as insignificant as a single blade of grass on the 
Prairies, Mother Earth remains a mystery beyond the 
understanding of mortal mankind. The world I live in, the 
world I will go to sleep on tonight and, the Great Spirit 
willing, tomorrow night, is an unknowable Wonder that I must 
respect and honour.  
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Francis sips his tea in silence. His mind is flashing back to 
his Blackfoot initiation ceremony. He rubs the palms of his 
hands in memory of the pain of the incisions.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) Numbers are not to be trusted with  

the Great Truth. Because Numbers have an agenda. We must be 
wary of anything or anybody who arrives with an agenda.  

Not all of his fellow Indians have a mastery of English 
sufficient to follow in detail what their Chief has said, but 
all have understood, nevertheless.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) After our first meeting seven  

winters ago, I studied English so I could read some of your 
father's books. Dombey & Son. I counted. Florence Dombey 
breaks down and cries 82 times in the book. Do all English 
women break down and cry so often?  

Francis shakes his head reluctantly. His father always did 
exaggerate for dramatic effect, it can be embarrassing at 
times.  

Hungry Wolf reaches behind him and pulls forth a dogged- 
eared, well-thumbed copy of Oliver Twist.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) Oliver Twist. Your father writes  

with humour and sympathy about the downtrodden of London.  

FRANK 
W..w...ell, my f..f...fa..ather, in writing about the less 
fortunate humans was trying to h..h..help them...ahh  

HUNGRY WOLF 
And he made money writing books about the poor of London?  

FRANK 
Oh, y...y...yes ...?  

HUNGRY WOLF 
Lots of gold writing books about the poor people of England. 
Yet the poverty and the filth continues. Maple syrup words. 
Sentimental twaddle. Life is one big fairy tale for your 
father. How's your tea?  
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FRANK 
Excellent, truly excellent!  

HUNGRY WOLF 
Tea, one of the very few important items in which your culture 
is the equal of ours. In matters pertaining to human dignity, 
sharing, honour, self sufficiency, respect for the Great 
Spirit, our Indian Culture is many, many winters ahead of your 
Barbarian culture suffocating our lands.  

Francis does not know how to begin to reply. He has a mini- 
convulsion. His mouth is gasping for breath like a beached 
Pike. He has no choice but to let out a prefect whistle of a 
White-throated Sparrow. “Oh sweet Canada, Canada, Canada.” The 
Cree are silenced with surprise. Hungry Wolf looks at Francis 
intently.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) Unfortunately, you have more rifles  

than we do, and your shoot further than ours.  

FRANK Yes, rather...?  

Next to Hungry Wolf sits Warbling Songbird an ancient of the 
tribe. His milky white eyes betray a blindness that is a 
result of cataracts. He speaks slowly, without looking away 
from the fire.  

WARBLING SONGBIRD (Cree)  

Above all things stands the Heaven of Chance. The Heaven of 
Innocence. We are the sport of Forces we do not understand. 
Why do you want to kill us?  

HUNGRY WOLF 
We have been deliberately lied to, cheated, and starved into 
submission. The treaties we signed were not worth a horse’s 
fart in a prairie windstorm. Your people want our future to be 
drunkenness, disease and humiliation. You push us to forget 
our respect for Mother Earth and force us to become, as you 
are, poison to her. 
No wonder the young warriors are eager to fight. They fight 
tomorrow for our pride. They think to kill Red Coat Dogs 
tomorrow for our dignity. We have heard from Batoche today 
that the Frenchmen there are outnumbered and will soon be 
vanquished by your soldiers. Another army is this moment 
descending the North Saskatchewan River from the West, to 
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attack us in our rear. Chief Eaglefoot and the Blackfoot who 
promised to join us in our battle with you have not turned up.  

WARBLING SONGBIRD  

(Cree) 
Your religion of Numbers has blinded the White Race and now 
you are unable to see the harm you do.  

HUNGRY WOLF 
But my young friend, you have come  

here not to be lectured. You have some council to share.  

Francis takes deep breath and plunges in. His stutter is only 
faintly in evidence.  

FRANK 
You have the superior n...n...n...numbers. We have the 
superior w...w...w...weapons. If you attack tomorrow, many on 
both sides will die.  

HUNGRY WOLF 
You are a man whom Manito made to be a chief. We like you, 
your heart is good. There are times of moral danger when the 
hardest virtuous resolution to form is flight and when the 
most heroic bravery is flight. Our people have deliberated and 
if you take your men down the River to Battleford, Hungry Wolf 
gives his word we will not harm the settlers. Unlike your 
Chief MacDonald, Hungry Wolf keeps his word.  

FRANK 
You may then capture the fort and no one will die. I will 
leave the ration house intact if you undertake to share with 
the settlers.  

Hungry Wolf looks at this unique Englishman and shakes his 
head with surprise. He looks around to his fellow Council 
members. Most have understood the offer. A few hasty words of 
Cree are exchanged. Nods of agreement all around.  

HUNGRY WOLF 
This would indeed be the best way. It shall be done. (Smiles)  

We offer you 24 of your hours to evacuate your men.  

Francis is helped as he puts on his now dry-again jacket, 
surrounded by Hungry Wolf and his Council. All are shaking his 
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hand solemnly. Grey Eyes arrives on the trot. Hungry Wolf 
motions him forward.  

HUNGRY WOLF (CONT’D) This is my son, Grey Eyes, he will  

lead you back across the river.  

Grey Eyes' suspicion of Francis evidences the typical 
arrogance of Young Adulthood.  

Bonus scene 1  

Pages 94-98 

VIDEO IMAGE: The majesty of a clear night sky on the prairies. 
Below, a roaring fire.  

Ellie is sitting with The Honourable Mrs. Truth just on the 
edge of the flickering firelight.  

NARRATOR (CONT’D) 
In a moonless sky the stars are splayed across the heavens 
like an upside down valley of wildflowers. The sparks from 
Franks roaring bonfire rush up into darkness. His supper, a 
hare roasted over the fire, is half-eaten on a plate next to 
him, a half-empty whisky bottle in his hand.  

Frank looks to the heavens.  

FRANK 
Ellie? Do you remember when Jesus fasted in the desert for 
forty days and forty nights? His Spiritual Quest, I guess you 
could say.  

ELLEN 
Yes, where Satan tempted him three times.  

FRANK 
And the Devil said: (Voice of Dickens Sr.) “If you are the son 
of God and are hungry, just turn the all the stones into bread 
and eat.”  

ELLEN 
The temptation of Gluttony, of hedonism, of excess.  

FRANK 
Jesus waved him off. “Man does not live by bread alone.”  
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ELLEN 
Then Satan took Jesus to the roof of the Temple and said:  

FRANK 
“If you are the son of God, jump, and the angels will save 
you.”  

ELLEN 
The temptation of arrogance, of presumption.  

FRANK 
Jesus was too modest to ask God for special considerations.  

ELLEN 
So Finally Satan brought Jesus to the pinnacle of the highest 
mountain  

FRANK 
...from which all the kingdoms of the world could be seen...  

ELLEN and said:   

Beat  

FRANK 
(Voice of Dickens Sr.)  

“Kiss my ass and I will give you Dominion over the entire 
universe.”  

ELLEN 
But Jesus was not interested in power or control.  

FRANK 
He thought it more important to have control of himself.  
And here we Whities are, stampeding like lemmings to turn all 
the stones of the vast Prairies into money.  

ELLEN The sin of excess.  

FRANK 
And wanting more and then even more, jumping blindly into the 
abyss of chaos, presuming in fact, insisting, that God at some 
point will save us.  

ELLEN 
The sin of arrogance.  
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FRANK 
And having kissed Satan’s ass, we now believe we have the 
right to Dominion over all this land. The Dominion of Canada.  

ELLEN 
The sin of the lust for power.  

FRANK/ELLEN 
We have succumbed to all three temptations of the Devil. 
The sparks from the fire rise up to the heavens. SFX: The 
Aeolian Harp breathes a dirge.  

FRANK 
I will find you. E..E..Ellie.  

Francis pulls the dispatch bag closer and looks at it. Looks 
up to the sky as if asking permission to proceed.  

Francis pulls the dispatch bag towards himself. Looks at the 
NWMP seal affixed to the leather straps fastening the bag 
closed. With his hunting knife he pries the seal open.  

Francis is leafing through the bundles of paperwork that were 
the contents of the satchel. Official files outlining the 
criminal charges against the Indians in custody at North 
Battleford:  

FRANK (CONT’D) (mumbling as her reads)  

Wandering Spirit... Walking the Sky... Bad Arrow... and 
numerous others, 
“Traitor”, “Murderer”, “Thief...” Not true. No, No.  

One by one Francis tosses the files into the fire where they 
burst into flames, the burning pages, carried aloft by the 
updraft, float off into the sky like firebirds. More Indians, 
more charges, more firebirds. Francis salutes each burning 
dossier with a cheer and a swallow of whisky from his ever- 
present bottle.  

When he finds Fort Battleford’s official request for supplies 
desperately needed to survive the coming winter, Francis 
carefully tucks it back into the dispatch satchel.  

FRANK (CONT’D) ...hmmm 100 head of cattle, two  

tons of oats, yes, yes, OK. You do need to eat.  
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Francis has come upon a letter to the Commissioner from 
Superintendant Snake. It is a long list of all of the acts of 
insubordination and duty delinquencies ostensibly committed by 
a certain Inspector Francis Jeffery Dickens. The letter 
finishes with an unequivocal recommendation to cashier the 
said Inspector and give him a dishonourable discharge from the 
Force.  

FRANK (CONT’D) Inspector Francis Jeffery  

Dickens... insubordination, blah, blah, delinquency ...blah, 
blah unequivocal recommendation to cashier him out of the 
regiment. Blame is on his inadequate hearing.  

Franks giggles manically.  

Francis breaks into a fit of giggles. He crumples the letter 
and tosses it into the fire.  

NARRATOR 
Glowing embers are all that remain of the campfire. A meteor 
shower lites up the sky overhead. Francis, wrapped in his 
buffalo hide blanket, is asleep, oblivious. A stray wolf 
silently approaches. Sniffs the air. Pip, tethered a short 
distance away, acknowledges the wolf’s presence with a snort, 
eyeing the wolf with a curiosity devoid of hostility.  

Bonus scene 2. 

Pages 108-110. 

VIDEO IMAGE: The corridors of the Parliament Buildings in 
Ottawa.  

NARRATOR 
Frank shuffles, humiliated, down the polished corridors of the 
seat of power in the Dominion of Canada. He turns a corner and 
bumps, literally, into Micawber Jamieson.  

Micawber and Francis have bounced off one an other almost to 
the point of each tumbling over backwards on their arses.  

NARRATOR (CONT’D) Micawber is accompanied by his daughter 
Ellen and her faithful companion The Honourable Mrs. Truth. 
All stand frozen in astonishment.  

Francis is the first to recover.  
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FRANK E...Ellie! My Wee Ellie!  

MICAWBER 
Dickens, my boy, how are you?  

FRANK 
A...A...As well, Sir, as might be expected.  

Francis only has eyes for Ellie. Ellie only has eyes for 
Francis. Mrs. Truth seems profoundly curious about Francis.  

MICAWBER 
Good chap! Have you considered my proposition?  

FRANK Sorry?  

MICAWBER 
A speaking tour of the great United States.  

Francis is still looking at Ellen. Mrs. Truth is whispering 
energetically into Ellie’s ear.  

FRANK C...c...could be arranged...  

MICAWBER 
I, my young Sir, will do the arranging. You will do the 
speaking.  

FRANK 
Of course. Mrs. Truth, Ellie, how marvelous to see you 
again...  

ELLEN 
Mrs. Truth is of the opinion you have changed a great deal.  

Francis nods enthusiastically.  

FRANK 
Wee Ellie, Mrs. T..Tr...Truth, we have soo much to tt..tt.alk 
about.  

ELLEN 
I am curious, I do avow and declare it. I hope we see you 
soon.  

MICAWBER 
You will excuse us, Mr. Dickens. We have some prospects on 
behalf of Misters Remington and Colt to discuss with your 
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Prime Minister. ...and you might consider hoisting a warning 
light aloft before navigating these treacherous corridors.  

FRANK 
Yes, yes, of c...c...course!  

MICAWBER 
We will start the tour in our home town of Moline, Illinois. 
Let me know in advance, when you will be arriving. My card. 
Good day young Master Dickens.  

Micawber hands an ornately engraved business card to Francis, 
who grabs it eagerly.  

FRANK Yes, yes, of course!  

The Jamieson entourage continues on its voyage of fortune. 
Mrs. Truth’s lingering glance remains focussed on Francis. A 
Spectre has approached hobbling on his cane in high dudgeon. 

 

Questions and Exercises 

Once you read Fight On! Part Two excerpts respond and discuss what you saw. 

• In the first excerpt, define the role of cast? 
• Identify Frank role.    
• Describe Frank's relation among all other characters.   
• What are the main themes for each excerpt? 
• Compare the excerpts to today’s perceptions of indinegous community. 
• Do you identify yourself to one of the characters presented in excerpts?  
• What are Hugry Woolf's philosophies? 
• Debate on what is cultural appropriation in today's reality.     
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Thank you note  

The Action Infini program makes theatre accessible, affordable and engaging. 
Student tickets for Fight On! part two performance reading are $10 tax included per 
student and educators are invited to attend for free.  

If you are interested in bringing your classes to new, cutting-edge theatre in 
Montréal, please contact us. Infinithéâtre will foster a love of culture in your 
students and get them talking about current events, social issues, and literature like 
never before! For more information about the Action Infini program or to reserve, 
please contact education and outreach at education@infinitheatre.com                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Or call us at 514-987-1774 ext.105  

WHAT	  TEACHERS	  HAVE	  SAID	  ABOUT	  THE	  PROGRAM  	  
“This	  experience	  is	  an	  invaluable	  part	  of	  a	  student’s	  CEGEP	  semester.” 	  
“The	  play,	  its	  relevance	  to	  modern	  society,	  and	  the	  performance	  of	  the	  actors	  
was	  excellent!”	  	  

WHAT	  STUDENTS	  HAVE	  SAID	  ABOUT	  THE	  PROGRAM 	  
“What	  I	  really	  enjoyed	  was	  all	  the	  questions	  that	  popped	  into	  my	  head	  during	  
the	  play.”	  “I	  don’t	  know	  how	  the	  actors	  did	  it,	  but	  I	  truly	  felt	  the	  emotions,	  the	  
fears...	  I	  could.”	  	  

We	  look	  forward	  to	  seeing	  you	  again	  soon!	  -‐	  The	  Infinithéâtre	  Team	  	  

	  
Action	  Infini	  is	  generously	  supported	  by	  	  
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INFINITE	  VISION	  ∞	  INFINITE	  POSSIBILITIES	  
	  

NEXT YEAR SEASON ANNOUNCEMENT NEXT MONTH  
	  
	  

INFINITHÉÂTRE	  OFFICE	  
5413	  Boul.	  St-‐Laurent,	  Suite	  203	  (Ring	  Buzzer	  #404)	  
Montréal,	  QC	  H2T	  1S5	  
T	  514.987.1774	  
	  

	  
Let	  us	  know	  you	  impressions	  of	  this	  performance	  reading.	  

	  
	  

	  


